denouement to both stories suggests that colonizers and colonized will live together in harmony under a new regime.
Three serials have taken a contrary position to these anti-colonialist tales. The Aztecs (1964) , Colony in Space (1971) and The Curse of Peladon (1972) all implicitly justify colonialism on the grounds that the colonized are 'savages' in need of 'civilization'.
xi In
The Aztecs, set just prior to Cortes's conquest, the Doctor's historian companion Barbara tries to save the people from their "barbarous" selves by preventing the practice of human sacrifices. She does this in the belief that by cultivating the "civilized" side of concurrent bringing to justice of the evil mining corporation leaves the planet conveniently empty for colonization by the Earthlings.
Common to these three types of serials (anti-colonialism, reconciliation, procolonialism) is a judgement about the worthiness of the colonized to self-govern. Since in each case colonizers use science and technology to exploit the colonized world, evidence of worthiness often comes in the form of conformity to Western-style 'scientific enlightenment'. xii Thus, the indigenous Sensorites are shown to be scientifically competent, with their own laboratories and experimental scientists (The Sensorites). The colonized Xerons agree to heed the Doctor's injunction not to "lose sight of science altogether" while they dismantle the science museum that is the masters' primary tool of oppression (The Space Museum). The oppressed "Savages" reveal that they too had "science" before the oppressive "Elders" started sapping their life force (The Savages). In The Mutants, on off-world anthropologist finds evidence of the indigenous Mutts' sophisticated scientific knowledge, now lost due to colonization.
The indigenous Kinda have necklaces resembling the DNA double helix, and have the ability to engineer complex audio-psychological technology, causing the Doctor to admire them as "very sophisticated people" (Kinda granted, thus depriving the colonized of their own symbolic moment. At the end of the serial, the Doctor and Donna are given a glorious send-off with their very own hymnlike Ood song, and as they climb, Christ-like, into the TARDIS for literal ascension into the heavens, they are told their input will never be forgotten. By directing their religious energy in a rationalist direction, towards the scientifically minded Doctor -and by offering appropriate gratitude towards the benevolent bearers of the white man's burden -the Ood prove themselves worthy too.
Under this 'rationalist civilization' paradigm for judging cultures, the rational gain entrance to humanity; the irrational are swept aside. This model is both deterministic and essentialist, positing an inevitable predestination for humanity in a Western-style cosmopolitan future. The importance of this becomes clearer in the next section.
Cosmopolitanism
The postcolonial migration from former colonies into Europe, North America and Australasia that accompanied and followed independence movements has expanded and consolidated multicultural communities in the West. Multiraciality and to a lesser extent multiethnicity, in combination with heightened consciousness about gender and sexual Who's present. But it is a fact that has lost all of its history and deeper political significance, rendering differences trivial rather than loaded.
The new series also represents Earth's past as a place of happy and benign diversity.
Depression-era New York contains mixed-race shanty towns led by a black man And those are men dressed as women, yeah? The Doctor:
London never changes.
With this, the past, present and future all begin to look remarkably alike.
This consistency in what humanity looks like constructs human diversity as an unremarkable and timeless fact. It casts racist and homophobic attitudes as threatening, but in the grand scheme of human history, anomalous. The urge to a cosmopolitanism of 'many colours one culture' is thus naturalized and essentialized. There are no deep power relations; there is only the eternal humanity, different in colour but united in all other respects. This is no melting pot, it is no salad bowl: the appropriate metaphor comes from Doctor Who's most famous foodstuff: humanity is so many coloured jelly babies united inside a colourless (white) paper bag.
Yawning chasm or sociopathetic abscess?
The yawning chasm between the colonial and the cosmopolitan This is the submitted version of a paper that has been published with minor changes in while migrants are locked up, 'native' Britons become internally displaced people; it is a glaring and unpleasant contrast to the usual cosmopolitan futures seen in the program.
At the end, we return with relief to 'real life' when the Doctor's death is prevented after all, and the ordinary paradise of the harmoniously diverse present never looked so good.
Although it seems promising, like Planet of the Ood this story requires the (white, male, Cockney-accented but by birthright ruling class, ostensibly queer but behaviourally heterosexual, alien but by allegiance human) Doctor to save the day, again raising serious political problems with this white man's burden scenario. It seems that the fate of the universe only rests upon the fate of the Doctor. A deep recognition of the material circumstances of racism is noticeably absent. There is nothing generic about Ace. She is from somewhere, at some time, and she is most decidedly someone.
Ace is in fact very specifically white. Her whiteness has meaning in the society she Ace explains that she jumped the wall of the mansion because she was angry. In the ot ith in her ability to cope with hatever is to come. Here, then, finally, is the postcolonial sociopathetic abscess in all racist violence, diasporic trauma, global capitalist 'slavery' -linking the een horror, she finds out by the serial's end, is the ghost of the cosmic taxonomist: the haunting spectre of the classificatory gaze which seeks fixed ahistoricism, and cann cope with the unpredictable and material temporality of evolution and change.
Once the taxonomist is dispensed with, the colonialist explorer leaves the Earth w an assorted rabble of characters: a perpetually mutating alien, a Neanderthal, and a former experimental 'control' who, Pygmalion style, wants to be "lady-like". They are refugees from Western imperialism and science who must deal with and heal each others' particular brands of baggage to survive. This offers a solution to Ace's problem:
that her ideal of a cosmopolitan utopia (playing with her friend Manesha) was dashed by the grim realities of postcolonial materiality. Understanding the horror helps her let go of her fear, and shows her that denying reality does not solve the problem. Ace must surrender the teleological myth, but she gains confidence w its nakednesspast and present with an unknown but promising future.
Conclusion
If the serials discussed here are mapped on a timeline of their production dates, they xxv Including the transgendered Cassandra (The End of the World), the "Cassini sisters" (Gridlock), and a woman with a female partner (Midnight).
xxvi Indeed, humanity never makes it to utopia. Utopia (2007) is set at the end of the universe, where humanity survives on the last cold rock and are offered a glimmer of hope in a place they call 'Utopia', which turns out to be a cruel ruse. 
